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In a day when you don’t come across any problems, you can be sure that 
you are traveling in the wrong path.

                                            —Swami Vivekananda

A tool intended for enterprise management that can’t actually manage distributed sys-
tems isn’t useful. Unfortunately, in PowerShell v1 very little support for remote man-
agement was built into PowerShell. This issue was fixed in PowerShell v2 by adding a
comprehensive built-in remoting subsystem. This facility allows you to handle most
remoting tasks in any kind of remoting configuration you might encounter.

Another related feature that v2 introduced was built-in support for background
jobs. Background jobs allow multiple tasks to be executed within a single session,
including mechanisms for starting, stopping, and querying these tasks. Again, this is
an important feature in the enterprise environment, where you frequently have to
deal with more than one task at a time. 
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In this chapter we’re going to cover the various features of remoting and how you
can apply them. We’ll use an extended example showing how to combine the various
features to solve a nontrivial problem. Then we’ll look at background jobs and how to
apply them to create concurrent solutions. We’ll end the chapter by looking at some
of the configuration considerations you need to be aware of when using PowerShell
remoting. 

12.1 GETTING STARTED WITH REMOTING

In this section, we’ll go through the basic concepts and terminology used by PowerShell
remoting. The ultimate goal for remoting is to be able to execute a command on a
remote computer. There are two ways to approach this. First, you could have each com-
mand do its own remoting. In this scenario, the command is still executed locally but
uses some system-level networking capabilities like DCOM to perform remote opera-
tions. There are a number of commands that do this, which we’ll cover in the next sec-
tion. The negative aspect of this approach is that each command has to implement and
manage its own remoting mechanisms. As a result, PowerShell includes a more general
solution, allowing you to send the command (or pipeline of commands or even a script)
to the target machine for execution and then retrieve the results. With this approach,
you only have to implement the remoting mechanism once and then it can be used with
any command. This second solution is the one we’ll spend most of our time discussing.
But first, let’s look at the commands that do implement their own remoting.

12.1.1 Commands with built-in remoting

A number of commands in PowerShell v2 have a -ComputerName parameter, which
allows you to specify the target machine to access. This list is shown in table 12.1.

Table 12.1 The PowerShell v2 commands with built-in remoting

Name Synopsis

Clear-EventLog Deletes all entries from specified event logs on the local or remote 
computers

Get-Counter Gets performance counter data from a group of computers

Get-EventLog Gets the events in an event log, or a list of the event logs, on the local or 
remote computers

Get-HotFix Gets the hotfixes that have been applied to a computer

Get-Process Gets the processes that are running on a computer

Get-Service Gets information about the services configured on one or more computers

Get-WinEvent Gets event information from either the traditional event logs or the Event 
Tracing for Windows (ETW) trace log facility introduced with Windows Vista

Limit-EventLog Sets the event log properties that limit the size of the event log and the age 
of its entries

New-EventLog Creates a new event log and a new event source on a local or remote 
computer
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These commands do their own remoting either because the underlying infrastructure
already supports remoting or they address scenarios that are of particular importance
to system management. 

There are also two sets of “self-remoting” commands that weren’t mentioned in
this table. These are the WMI and WSMan commands. These commands allow you to
access a wide range of management information using standards-based techniques
and are important enough to get their own chapter (chapter 19).

Obviously, the set of commands that do self-remoting is quite small, so the
remaining commands must rely on the PowerShell remoting subsystem to access
remote computers. This is what we’ll start looking at in the next section.

12.1.2 The PowerShell remoting subsystem

Way back in chapter 1, you saw a few brief examples of how remoting works. You
may remember that all those examples used the same basic cmdlet: Invoke-Command.
This cmdlet allows you to remotely invoke a scriptblock on another computer and is
the building block for most of the features in remoting. The syntax for this command
is shown in figure 12.1.

Remove-EventLog Deletes an event log or unregisters an event source

Restart-Computer Restarts (“reboots”) the operating system on local and remote computers

Set-Service Starts, stops, and suspends a service, and changes its properties

Show-EventLog Displays the event logs of the local or a remote computer in Event Viewer

Stop-Computer Stops (shuts down) local and remote computers

Test-Connection Sends ICMP echo request packets (“pings”) to one or more computers

Write-EventLog Writes an event to an event log

Table 12.1 The PowerShell v2 commands with built-in remoting (continued)

Name Synopsis

Invoke-Command
[[-ComputerName] <string[]>] [-JobName <string>]
[-ScriptBlock] <scriptblock>
[-Credential <PSCredential>]
[-ArgumentList <Object[]>] [-InputObject <psobject>]
[-ThrottleLimit <int>]  [-AsJob] 
[-Port <int>] [-UseSSL] [-CertificateThumbprint <string>]
[-ApplicationName <string>]
[-Authentication <authenticationMethod>]
[-ConfigurationName <string>] 
[-HideComputerName] 
[-SessionOption <PSSessionOption>] 

Figure 12.1 The syntax for the Invoke-Command cmdlet, which is the core of Power-

Shell’s remoting capabilities. This cmdlet is used to execute commands and scripts on 

one or more computers. It can be used synchronously or asynchronously as a job.
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The Invoke-Command cmdlet is used to invoke a scriptblock on one or more com-
puters. You do so by specifying a computer name (or list of names) for the machines
on which you want to execute the command. For each name in the list, the remoting
subsystem will take care of all the details needed to open the connection to that com-
puter, execute the command, retrieve the results, and then shut down the connection.
If you’re going to run the command on a large set of computers, Invoke-Command
will also take care of all resource management details, such as limiting the number of
concurrent remote connections.

This is a simple but powerful model if you only need to execute a single command
or script on the target machine. But if you want to execute a series of commands on
the target, the overhead of setting up and taking down a connection for each com-
mand becomes expensive. PowerShell remoting addresses this situation by allowing
you to create a persistent connection to the remote computer called a session. You do
so by using the New-PSSession cmdlet.

Both of the scenarios we’ve discussed so far involve what is called noninteractive
remoting because you’re just sending commands to the remote machines and then
waiting for the results. You don’t interact with the remote commands while they’re
executing.

Another standard pattern in remoting occurs when you want to set up an interac-
tive session where every command you type is sent transparently to the remote com-
puter. This is the style of remoting implemented by tools like Remote Desktop, telnet,
or ssh (Secure Shell). PowerShell allows you to start an interactive session using the
Enter-PSSession cmdlet. Once you’ve entered a remote session, you can suspend
the session without closing the remote connection by using Exit-PSSession.
Because the connection isn’t closed, you can later reenter the session with all session
data preserved by using Enter-PSSession again.

These cmdlets—Invoke-Command, New-PSSession, and Enter-PSSession—
are the basic remoting tools you’ll be using. But before you can use them, you need to
make sure remoting is enabled, so we’ll look at that next.

12.1.3 Enabling remoting

To satisfy the “secure by default” principle, before you can use PowerShell remoting
to access a remote computer, the remoting service on that computer has to be explic-
itly enabled. You do so using the Enable-PSRemoting cmdlet. To run this com-
mand, you have to have Administrator privileges on the machine you’re going to
enable. From a PowerShell session that’s running with Administrator privileges, when
you run the Enable-PSRemoting command, the resulting sequence of interactions
will look something like this:

PS C:\Windows\system32> Enable-PSRemoting
WinRM Quick Configuration
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Running command "Set-WSManQuickConfig" to enable this machine 
for remote management through WinRM service.
 This includes:
    1. Starting or restarting (if already started) the WinRM service
    2. Setting the WinRM service type to auto start
    3. Creating a listener to accept requests on any IP address
    4. Enabling firewall exception for WS-Management traffic 
       (for http only).
Do you want to continue?
[Y] Yes  [A] Yes to All  [N] No  [L] No to All  [S] Suspend  
[?] Help (default is "Y"): y
WinRM has been updated to receive requests.
WinRM service type changed successfully.
WinRM service started.
Configured LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy to grant administrative 
rights remotely to local users.
WinRM has been updated for remote management.
Created a WinRM listener on HTTP://* to accept WS-Man requests to 
any IP on this machine.
WinRM firewall exception enabled.
PS C:\Windows\system32>

At various points in the process, you’ll be prompted to confirm each step. It’s worth
spending a few minutes understanding what each step is doing because these opera-
tions have security implications for that computer. Click y (yes) to all these steps to
make sure everything is enabled properly. (Once you’re comfortable with what’s being
done, you can use the -Force parameter to skip all the questions and just get it
done.) The Enable-PSRemoting command performs all the configuration steps
needed to allow users with local Administrator privileges to remote to this computer
in a domain environment. In a nondomain or workgroup environment, as well as for
nonadmin users, some additional steps are required for remoting to work.

12.1.4 Additional setup steps for workgroup environments

If you’re working in a workgroup environment (e.g., at home), you must take a few
additional steps before you can connect to a remote machine. With no domain con-
troller available to handle the various aspects of security and identity, you have to
manually configure the names of the computers you trust. For example, if you want
to connect to the computer computerItrust, then you have to add it to the list of
trusted computers (or trusted hosts list). You can do this via the WSMan: drive, as
shown in table 12.2. Note that you need to be running as administrator to be able to
use the WSMan: provider.

Once you’ve completed these steps, you’re ready to start playing with some
examples.
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12.1.5 Enabling remoting in the enterprise

As you saw in the previous section, you enable PowerShell remoting on a single com-
puter using the Enable-PSRemoting cmdlet. In the enterprise scenario, enabling
machines one by one isn’t a great solution because you may be dealing with tens, hun-
dreds, or thousands of machines. Obviously, you can’t use PowerShell remoting to turn
on remoting, so you need another way to push configuration out to a collection of
machines. This is exactly what Group Policy is designed for. You can use Group Policy
to enable and configure remoting as part of the machine policy that gets pushed out.

PowerShell depends on the WinRM (Windows Remote Management) service for
its operation. To enable the WinRM listener on all computers in a domain, enable

Table 12.2 Additional steps needed to enable remote access to a computer in a workgroup

                    environment

Step Command Description

1 cd wsman:\localhost
\client

Cd’ing into the client configuration node in the WSMan: 
drive allows you to access the WSMan configuration for 
this computer using the provider cmdlets.

2 $old = (Get-Item 
.\TrustedHosts).Value

You want to update the current value of the 
TrustedHosts item, so you get it and save the value 
in a variable.

3 $old += ',computerItrust' The value of TrustedHosts is a string containing a 
comma-separated list of the computers considered 
trustworthy. You add the new computer name to the 
end of this list, prefixed with a comma. (If you’re com-
fortable with implicitly trusting any host, then set this 
string to *, which matches any hostname.)

4 Set-Item 
.\TrustedHosts $old

Once you’ve verified that the updated contents of the 
variable are correct, you assign it back to the 
TrustedHosts item, which updates the configuration.

A note on security 

The computers in the TrustedHosts list are implicitly trusted by adding their
names to this list. The identity of these computers won’t be authenticated when you
connect to them. Because the connection process requires sending credential infor-
mation to these machines, you need to be sure that you can trust these computers.
Also be aware that the TrustedHosts list on a machine applies to everyone who
uses that computer, not just the user who changed the setting. 
That said, unless you allow random people to install computers on your internal net-
work, this shouldn’t introduce substantial risk most of the time. If you’re comfortable
with knowing which machines you’ll be connecting to, you can put * in the
TrustedHosts list, indicating that you’re implicitly trusting any computer you might
be connecting to. As always, security is a principle tempered with pragmatics.
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the Allow Automatic Configuration of Listeners policy in the following Group
Policy path:

Computer Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows Components\
Windows Remote Management (WinRM)\WinRM service

This policy allows WinRM to accept remoting requests. To enable a firewall exception
for all computers in a domain, enable the Windows Firewall: Allow Local Port Excep-
tions policy in the following Group Policy path:

Computer Configuration\Administrative Templates\Network\
Network Connections\Windows Firewall\Domain Profile

This policy allows members of the Administrators group on the computer to use Win-
dows Firewall in Control Panel to create a firewall exception for the WinRM service.

You also need to ensure that the WinRM service is running on all machines you
want to access. On server operating systems like Windows Server 2003, Windows
Server 2008, and Windows Server 2008 R2, the startup type of the WinRM service is
set to Automatic by default, so nothing needs to be done for these environments. (This
makes sense because the whole point of PowerShell is server management.) But on cli-
ent operating systems (Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7), the WinRM
service startup type is Disabled by default, so you need to start the service or change the
startup type to Automatic before remote commands can be sent to these machines.

NOTE Even if WinRM isn’t started, you can still remote from the
machine—outbound connections don’t go through the WinRM service.
If you’re using a client machine and only want to connect from the client
to the server, it makes sense to leave WinRM disabled on this machine.

To change the startup type of a service on a remote computer, you can use the Set-
Service cmdlet. This cmdlet can change the state of a service on a remote machine
and doesn’t depend on the WinRM service so it can be used to “bootstrap” remoting.
Here’s an example showing how you’d do this for a set of computers. First, you need a
list of the names of the computers on which to change the state. In this example,
you’ll get the names from a text file:

PS (1) > $names = Get-Content MachineNames.txt

Now you can pass this list of names to the Set-Service cmdlet to change the
startup type of the WinRM to Automatic:

PS (2) > Set-Service -Name WinRM -ComputerName $names `
>>> -Startuptype Automatic

To confirm the change, use the following command to display the StartMode for the
service (see section 19.2.2 for information on the Get-WmiObject cmdlet):

PS (1) >  Get-WmiObject Win32_Service |
>> where { $_.name -match "winrm" } |
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>> Format-List displayname, startmode
>>

displayname : Windows Remote Management (WS-Management)
startmode   : Auto

At this point, you’ve done everything necessary to enable remoting on the target
machines, and you can get on with using the remoting feature to solve your remote
management problems.

12.2 APPLYING POWERSHELL REMOTING

With remoting services enabled, you can start to use them to get your work done. In
this section, we’re going to look at some of the ways you can apply remoting to solve
management problems. We’ll start with some simple remoting examples. Next, we’ll
work with some more complex examples where we introduce concurrent operations.
Then you’ll apply the principles you’ve learned to solve a specific problem: how to
implement a multimachine configuration monitor. You’ll work through this problem
in a series of steps, adding more capabilities to your solution and resulting in a simple
but fairly complete configuration monitor. Let’s start with the most basic examples.

12.2.1 Basic remoting examples

In chapter 1, you saw the most basic examples of remoting:

Invoke-Command Servername {"hello world"}

The first thing to notice is that Invoke-Command takes a scriptblock to specify the
actions. This pattern should be familiar by now—you’ve seen it with ForEach-
Object and Where-Object many times. The Invoke-Command does operate a bit
differently, though. It’s designed to make remote execution as transparent as possible.
For example, if you want to sort objects, the local command looks like this:

PS (1) > 1..3 | Sort -Descending
3
2
1

Now if you want to do the sorting on the remote machine, you’d do this:

PS (2) > 1..3 | Invoke-Command localhost { Sort -Descending }
3
2
1

You’re essentially splitting the pipeline across local and remote parts, and the script-
block is used to demarcate which part of the pipeline should be executed remotely.
This works the other way as well:

PS (3) > Invoke-Command localhost { 1..3 } | sort -Descending
3
2
1
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Here you’re generating the numbers on the remote computer and sorting them
locally. Of course, scriptblocks can contain more than one statement. This implies
that the semantics need to change a bit. Whereas in the simple pipeline case, stream-
ing input into the remote command was transparent, when the remote command
contains more than one statement, you have to be explicit and use the $input vari-
able to indicate where you want the input to go. This looks like the following:

PS (4) > 1..3 | Invoke-Command localhost {
>> "First"
>> $input | sort -Descending
>> "Last"
>> }
>>
First
3
2
1
Last

The scriptblock argument to Invoke-Command in this case contains three statements.
The first statement emits the string "First", the second statement does the sort on the
input, and the third statement emits the string "Last". What happens if you don’t
specify input? Let’s take a look:

PS (5) > 1..3 | Invoke-Command localhost {
>> "First"
>> Sort -Descending
>> "Last"
>> }
>>
First
Last

Nothing was emitted between "First" and "Last". Because $input wasn’t specified,
the input objects were never processed. You’ll need to keep this in mind when you
start to build a monitoring solution. Now let’s look at how concurrency—multiple
operations occurring at the same time—impacts your scripts.

12.2.2 Adding concurrency to the examples

In chapter 2, we talked about how each object passed completely through all states of
a pipeline, one by one. This behavior changes with remoting because the local and
remote commands run in separate processes that are executing concurrently. This
means that you now have two threads of execution—local and remote—and this can
have an effect on the order in which things are executed. Consider the following
statement:

PS (12) > 1..3 | foreach { Write-Host $_; $_; Start-Sleep 5 } |
>> Write-Host
>>
1
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1
2
2
3
3

This statement sends a series of numbers down the pipeline. In the body of the
foreach scriptblock, the value of the current pipeline object is written to the screen
and then passed to the next state in the pipeline. This last stage also writes the object
to the screen. Given that you know each object is processed completely by all stages of
the pipeline, the order of the output is as expected. The first number is passed to the
foreach, where it’s displayed and then passed to Write-Output, where it’s displayed
again, so you see the sequence 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3. Now let’s run this command again
using Invoke-Command in the final stage:

PS (10) > 1..3 | foreach {
>>   Write-Host -ForegroundColor cyan  $_
>>     $_; Start-Sleep 5 } |
>>       Invoke-Command localhost  { Write-Host }
>>
1
2
1
3
2
3

Now the order has changed—you see 1 and 2 from the local process in cyan on a
color display, then you see 1 from the remote process, and so on. The local and
remote pipelines are executing at the same time, which is what’s causing the changes
to the ordering. Predicting the order of the output is made more complicated by the
use of buffering and timeouts in the remoting protocol, the details of which we’ll
cover in chapter 13. 

You used the Start-Sleep command in these examples to force these visible dif-
ferences. If you take out this command, you get a different pattern:

PS (13) > 1..3 | foreach { Write-Host $_; $_ } |
>> Invoke-Command localhost { Write-Host }
>>
1
2
3
1
2
3

This time, all the local objects are displayed and then passed to the remoting layer,
where they’re buffered until they can be delivered to the remote connection. This
way, the local side can process all objects before the remote side starts to operate.
Concurrent operation and buffering make it appear a bit unpredictable, but if you
didn’t have the Write-Hosts in place, it’d be essentially unnoticeable. The important
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thing to understand is that objects being sent to the remote end will be processed
concurrently with the local execution. This means that the remoting infrastructure
doesn’t have to buffer everything sent from the local end before starting execution.

Up to now, you’ve only been passing simple commands to the remote end. But
because Invoke-Command takes a scriptblock, you can, in practice, send pretty much
any valid PowerShell script. You’ll take advantage of this fact in the next section
when you start to build your multimachine monitor.

NOTE So why does remoting require scriptblocks? There are a couple
of reasons. First, scriptblocks are always compiled locally so you’ll catch
syntax errors as soon as the script is loaded. Second, using scriptblocks
limits vulnerability to code injection attacks by validating the script
before sending it.

12.2.3 Solving a real problem: multimachine monitoring

In this section, you’re going to build a solution for a real management problem: mul-
timachine monitoring. With this solution, you’re going to gather some basic health
information from the remote host. The goal is to use this information to determine
when a server may have problems such as out of memory, out of disk, or reduced per-
formance due to a high faulting rate. You’ll gather the data on the remote host and
return it as a hashtable so you can look at it locally.

Monitoring a single machine

To simplify things, you’ll start by writing a script that can work against a single host.
The following listing shows this script.

$gatherInformation ={
    @{
        Date = Get-Date
        FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
        PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
            Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
        TopCPU = Get-Process | sort CPU -desc | select -First 5
        TopWS = Get-Process | sort -desc WS | select -First 5
    }
}
Invoke-Command servername $gatherInformation

This script uses a number of mechanisms to get the required data and returns the
result as a hashtable. This hashtable contains the following pieces of performance-
related information:

• The amount of free space on the C: drive from the Get-PSDrive command

• The page fault rate retrieved using WMI (see chapter 19)

Listing 12.1    Defining the data acquisition scriptblock
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• The processes consuming the most CPU from Get-Process with a pipeline
• The processes that have the largest working set, also from Get-Process

You write the information-gathering scriptblock in exactly the same way you’d write
it for the local host—the fact that it’s being executed on another computer is entirely
transparent. All you had to do was wrap the code in an extra set of braces and pass it
to Invoke-Command.

Monitoring multiple machines

Working against one machine was simple, but your goal was multimachine monitor-
ing. So you need to change the script to run against a list of computers. You don’t
want to hardcode the list of computers in the script—that interferes with reuse—so
you’ll design it to get the data from a file called servers.txt. The content of this file is a
list of hostnames, one per line, which might look like this:

Server-sql-01
Server-sql-02
Server-sql-03
Server-Exchange-01
Server-SharePoint-Markerting-01
Server-Sharepoint-Development-01

Adding this functionality requires only a small, one-line change to the call to
Invoke-Command. This revised command looks like this:

Invoke-Command (Get-Content servers.txt) $gatherInformation

You could make this more complex—say you only wanted to scan certain computers
on certain days. You’ll update the servers.txt file to be a CSV file:

Name, Day
Server-sql-01,Monday
Server-sql-02,Tuesday
Server-sql-03,Wednesday
Server-Exchange-01, Monday
Server-SharePoint-Markerting-01, Wednesday
Server-Sharepoint-Development-01, Friday

Now when you load the servers, you’ll do some processing on this list, which looks
like this:

$servers = Import-CSV servers.csv |
    where { $_.Day -eq (Get-Date).DayOfWeek } |
    foreach { $_.Name }
Invoke-Command $servers $gatherInformation

There are still no changes required in the actual data-gathering code. Let’s move on to
the next refinement.

Resource management using throttling

In a larger organization, this list of servers is likely to be quite large, perhaps hun-
dreds or even thousands of servers. Obviously it isn’t possible to establish this many
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concurrent connections—doing so would exhaust the system resources. To manage
the amount of resources consumed, you can use throttling. In general, throttling
allows you to limit the amount of resources that an activity can consume at one
time. In this case, you’re limiting the number of connections that command makes
at one time. There’s a built-in throttle limit to prevent accidental resource exhaus-
tion. By default, Invoke-Command will limit the number of concurrent connections
to 32. To override this, use the -ThrottleLimit parameter on Invoke-Command to
limit the number of connections. In this example you’re going to limit the number
of concurrent connections to 10:

$servers = Import-CSV –Path servers.csv |
    where { $_.Day -eq (Get-Date).DayOfWeek } |
    foreach { $_.Name }
Invoke-Command -ThrottleLimit 10 –ComputerName $servers `
 -ScriptBlock $gatherInformation

At this point, you’ll consolidate the incremental changes you’ve made and look at the
updated script as a whole, as shown in the next listing.

$gatherInformation ={
    @{
        Date = Get-Date
        FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
        PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
            Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
        TopCPU = Get-Process | sort CPU -desc | select -First 5
        TopWS = Get-Process | sort -desc WS | select -First 5
    }
}
$servers = Import-CSV –Path servers.csv |
    where { $_.Day -eq (Get-Date).DayOfWeek } |
    foreach { $_.Name }
Invoke-Command -Throttle 10 –ComputerName $servers `
  -ScriptBlock $gatherInformation

This has become a pretty capable script: it gathers a useful set of information from a
network of servers in a manageable, scalable way. It’d be nice if you could generalize it
a bit more so you could use different lists of servers or change the throttle limits. 

Parameterizing the solution

You can increase the flexibility of this tool by adding some parameters to it. Here are
the parameters you want to add:

param (
    [Parameter()]
       [string] $ServerList = "servers.txt",
    [Parameter()]
       [int] $ThrottleLimit = 10,
   [Parameter()]

Listing 12.2    Data acquisition script using servers.csv file
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       [int] $NumProcesses = 5
)

The first two are obvious: $ServerList is the name of the file containing the list of
servers to check, and $ThrottleLimit is the the throttle limit. Both of these param-
eters have reasonable defaults. The third one, $NumProcesses, is less obvious. This
parameter controls the number of process objects to include in the TopCPU and TopWS
entries in the table returned from the remote host. Although you could, in theory,
trim the list that gets returned locally, you can’t add to it, so you need to evaluate this
parameter on the remote end to get full control. That means it has to be a parameter
to the remote command. This is another reason scriptblocks are useful. You can add
parameters to the scriptblock that’s executed on the remote end. You’re finally modi-
fying the data collection scriptblock; the modified scriptblock looks like this:

$gatherInformation ={
    param ($procLimit = 5)
    @{
        Date = Get-Date
        FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
        PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
            Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
        TopCPU = Get-Process | sort CPU -desc | select -First $procLimit
        TopWS = Get-Process | sort -desc WS | select -First $procLimit
    }
}

And the updated call to Invoke-Command looks like this:

Invoke-Command -Throttle 10 -ComputerName $servers `
       -ScriptBlock $gatherInformation `
       -ArgumentList $numProcesses

Once again, let’s look at the complete updated script, shown in the following listing.

param (
    [parameter]
       [string] $serverFile = "servers.txt",
    [parameter]
       [int] $throttleLimit = 10,
   [parameter]
       [int] $numProcesses = 5
)

$gatherInformation ={
    param ([int] $procLimit = 5)
    @{
        Date = Get-Date
        FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
        PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
            Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
        TopCPU = Get-Process | sort CPU -desc | select -First $procLimit

Listing 12.3    Parameterized data acquisition script
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        TopWS = Get-Process | sort -desc WS | select -First $procLimit
    }
}

$servers = Import-CSV servers.csv |
    where { $_.Day -eq (Get-Date).DayOfWeek } |
    foreach { $_.Name }

Invoke-Command -Throttle 10 -ComputerName $servers `
       -ScriptBlock $gatherInformation `
       -ArgumentList $numProcesses

This script is starting to become a bit complex. At this point, it’s a good idea to sepa-
rate the script code in $gatherInformation that gathers the remote information
from the “infrastructure” script that orchestrates the information gathering. You’ll put
this information-gathering part into its own script. Call this new script BasicHealth-
Model.ps1 (shown in the following listing) because it gathers some basic information
about the state of a machine. 

param ($procLimit = 5)
@{
    Date = Get-Date
    FreeSpace = (Get-PSDrive c).Free
    PageFaults = (Get-WmiObject `
        Win32_PerfRawData_PerfOS_Memory).PageFaultsPersec
    TopCPU = Get-Process | sort CPU -desc | select -First $procLimit
    TopWS = Get-Process | sort -desc WS | select -First $procLimit
}

The orchestration code has to be changed to invoke this script. This step turns out to
be easy—you can just use the -FilePath option on Invoke-Command:

Invoke-Command -Throttle 10 -ComputerName $servers `
       -FilePath BasicHealthModel.ps1 `
       -ArgumentList $numProcesses

You’ll put the final revised orchestration script into a file called Get-HealthData.ps1,
shown in the next listing.

param (
    [parameter]
       [string] $serverFile = "servers.txt",
    [parameter]
       [int] $throttleLimit = 10,
   [parameter]
       [int] $numProcesses = 5
   [parameter]
       [string] $model = "BasicHealthModel.ps1"
)

Listing 12.4    Basic Health Model script

Listing 12.5    Data acquisition driver script
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$servers = Import-CSV servers.csv |
    where { $_.Day -eq (Get-Date).DayOfWeek } |
    foreach { $_.Name }

Invoke-Command -Throttle 10 -ComputerName $servers `
       -FilePath $model `
       -ArgumentList $numProcesses 

This separation of concerns allows you to add a parameter for specifying alternative
health models.

The result is that, with a small amount of code, you’ve created a flexible frame-
work for an “agentless” distributed health monitoring system. With this system, you
can run this health model on any machine without having to worry about whether
the script is installed on that machine or whether the machine has the correct version
of the script. It’s always “available” and always the right version because the infra-
structure is pushing it out to the target machines.

NOTE What we’re doing here isn’t what most people would call mon-
itoring. Monitoring usually implies a continual semi-real-time mecha-
nism for noticing a problem and then generating an alert. This system
is certainly not real-time and it’s a pull model, not a push. This solu-
tion is more appropriate for configuration analysis. The Microsoft
Baseline Configuration Analyzer has a similar (though much more
sophisticated) architecture.

You now have an idea of how to use remoting to execute a command on a remote
server. This is a powerful mechanism, but sometimes you need to send more than one
command to a server—for example, you might want to run multiple data-gathering
scripts, one after the other on the same machine. Because there’s a significant over-
head in setting up each remote connection, you don’t want to create a new connec-
tion for every script you execute. Instead, you want to be able to establish a persistent
connection to a machine, run all the scripts, and then shut down the connection. In
the next section you’ll learn how this is accomplished with sessions.

12.3 SESSIONS AND PERSISTENT CONNECTIONS

In the previous section, you learned how to run individual scriptblocks on remote
machines. For each scriptblock you sent, a new connection was set up that involved
authentication and version checks, an instance of PowerShell was created, the script-
block was executed, the results were serialized and returned to the caller, and finally,
the PowerShell instance was discarded and the connection was torn down. From the
user’s point of view, the Invoke-Command operation is simple, but under the covers a
lot of work has to be done by the system, which makes creating a new connection
each time a costly proposition. A new connection for each operation also means that
you can’t maintain any state on the remote host—things like variable settings or
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function definitions. To address these issues, in this section we’ll show you how to
create persistent connections called sessions that will give you much better perfor-
mance when you want to perform a series of interactions with the remote host as
well as allow you to maintain remote state.

In simplest terms, a session is the environment where PowerShell commands are
executed. This is true even when you run the console host: PowerShell.exe. The
console host program creates a local session that it uses to execute the commands you
type. This session remains alive until you exit the program.

When you use remoting to connect to another computer, you’re also creating one
remote session for every local session you remote from, as shown in figure 12.2.

As mentioned earlier, each session contains all the things you work with in Power-
Shell—all the variables, all the functions that are defined, and the history of the com-
mands you typed—and each session is independent of any other session. If you want
to work with these sessions, then you need a way to manipulate them. You do this in
the “usual way”: through objects and cmdlets. PowerShell represents sessions as
objects that are of type PSSession.

These PSSession objects play an important role in remote computing: they hold
the state on the remote computer. By default, every time you connect to a remote
computer by name with Invoke-Command, a new PSSession object is created to
represent the connection to that remote machine. For example, when you run the
command

Invoke-Command mycomputer { "hello world" }

PowerShell connects to the remote machine, creates a PSSession on that computer,
executes the command, and then discards the session. This process is inefficient and
will be quite slow because setting up a connection and then creating and configuring
a session object is a lot of work. This pattern of operations is shown in figure 12.3.

Local machine 1 Remote machine

Remote session 
for user 1

Local session for 
user 1

Local machine 2

Local session for 
user 2

Remote session 
for user 2

User 1

User 2

Figure 12.2 Each local session that connects to a remote target requires a corresponding 

session on the target machine. This session may be transient and go away at the end of the 

command, or it may remain open until explicitly closed.
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In this figure, you see the local machine setting up and then tearing down a session
for each call to Invoke-Command. If you’re going to run more than one command on
a computer, you need a way to create persistent connections to that computer. You
can do this with New-PSSession; the syntax for this cmdlet is shown in figure 12.4.

Invoke-Command creates connection 1

Session created

Scriptblock 1 sent for processing

Return results

Close connection 1

Destroy session

Session created

Scriptblock 2 sent for processing

Return results

Close connection 2

Session destroyed

Invoke-Command creates connection 2

S
ession 1 
lifetim

e
S

ession 2 
lifetim

e

Local machine Remote machine

Figure 12.3 The sequences of operations between the local and remote machines 

when the name of the computer is specified for each command instead of using a 

PSSession object. Each command sent from the local machine to the remote 

machine results in a new session being created on the remote machine. Solid lines 

show messages from the local machine to the remote machine, and dashed lines 

are responses sent from the remote machine. 

New-PSSession  
[[-ComputerName] <String[]>] [-Port <Int32>]
[-Credential <PSCredential>] [-UseSSL]
[-Authentication <AuthenticationMechanism>]
[-CertificateThumbprint <String>]
[-Name <String[]>] 
[-ConfigurationName <String>] [-ApplicationName <String>]
[-ThrottleLimit <Int32>]
[-SessionOption <PSSessionOption>]

Figure 12.4 The syntax for the New-PSSession cmdlet. This cmdlet 

is used to create persistent connections to a remote computer.
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This command has many of the same parameters that you saw in Invoke-Command.
The difference is that, for New-PSSession, these parameters are used to configure
the persistent session instead of the transient sessions you saw being created by
Invoke-Command. The PSSession object returned from New-PSSession can then
be used to specify the destination for the remote command instead of the computer
name. When you use a PSSession object with Invoke-Command, you see the pattern
of operations shown in figure 12.5.

In contrast to the pattern shown in figure 12.3, in this figure the lifetime of the
session begins with the call to New-PSSession and persists until it’s explicitly
destroyed by the call to Remove-PSSession. Let’s look at an example that illustrates
just how much of a performance difference sessions can make. You’ll run Get-Date
five times using Invoke-Command and see how long it takes using Measure-Command
(which measures command execution time). First, execute the test without sessions:

PS (1) > Measure-Command { 1..5 |
>> foreach { Invoke-Command brucepayx61 {Get-Date} } } |
>> Format-Table -AutoSize TotalSeconds
>>

TotalSeconds
------------
   5.5867397

Remote machine

New-PSSession creates connection

PSSession created

Invoke-Command sends scriptblock 1 for processing

Return results

PSSession destroyed

S
ession lifetim

e

Remove-PSSession closes connection

Invoke-Command sends scriptblock 2 for processing

Return results

Return results

Invoke-Command sends scriptblock 3 for processing

Local machine

Figure 12.5 The sequence of operations between the local and remote 

machines when a New-PSSession is used to create a persistent session. 

When New-PSSession is used, multiple commands are processed before 

the session is removed with Remove-PSSession.
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The result from Measure-Command shows that each operation appears to be taking
about 1 second. Modify the example to create a session at the beginning, and then
reuse it in each call to Invoke-Command: 

PS (2) > Measure-Command {
>>   $s = New-PSSession brucepayx61
>>   1..5 |
>>     foreach { Invoke-Command $s {Get-Date} }
>>   Remove-PSSession $s
>> } |
>> Format-Table -AutoSize TotalSeconds
>>

TotalSeconds
------------
    1.138609

This output shows that it’s taking about one-fifth the time as the first command. As a
further experiment, you’ll change the number of remote invocations from 5 to 50:

PS (3) > Measure-Command {
>>   $s = New-PSSession brucepayx61
>>   1..50 |
>>     foreach { Invoke-Command $s {Get-Date} }
>>   Remove-PSSession $s
>> } |
>> Format-Table -AutoSize TotalSeconds
>>

TotalSeconds
------------
    1.608232

The result shows that there’s barely any increase in execution time. Clearly, for this
simple example the time to set up and break down the connection totally dominates
the execution time. Other factors affect real scenarios, such as network performance,
the size of the script, and the amount of information being transmitted. Still, it’s
quite obvious that in a situation where multiple interactions are required, using a ses-
sion will result in substantially better performance.

As you’ve seen in this section, the basic patterns of operation with PSSessions are
straightforward and can have substantial performance benefits. There are still a few
additional details to explore, as you’ll see in the next section.

12.3.1 Additional session attributes

This section describes some PSSession attributes that you should be aware of. These
attributes can have an impact on the way you write your scripts.

Technically, a session is an environment or execution context where PowerShell
executes commands. Each PowerShell session includes an instance of the PowerShell
engine and is associated with a host program, which manages the interactions between
PowerShell and the end user. These interactions include how text is displayed, how
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prompting is done, and so on. The host services are made available to scripts through
the $host variable, which also has a Name property used to determine what host the
script is running under. Two client host applications are included with PowerShell
v2—the PowerShell console host

PS (1) > $host.Name
ConsoleHost

and the PowerShell ISE:

PS (1) > $host.Name
Windows PowerShell ISE Host

Also included is a server host used by the remoting layer:

PS (2) > Invoke-Command localhost { $host.Name }
ServerRemoteHost

NOTE An impressive number of third-party client hosts are also avail-
able. As of this writing, these third-party hosts include PowerShell Plus
from Idera Software, PowerGUI from Quest Software, PowerWF from
Devfarm Software Corporation, and Citrix Workflow Studio from Cit-
rix. In addition, Sapien Technologies offers the PrimalScript IDE for
doing script development in PowerShell. These products present a
wide variety of approaches to hosting the PowerShell engine. In addi-
tion, a number of open source PowerShell host projects are available on
www.codeplex.com that you may choose to explore.

Sessions and hosts

The host application running your scripts can impact the portability of your scripts if
you become dependent on specific features of that host. (This is why PowerShell
module manifests include the PowerShellHostName and PowerShellHostVersion
elements.) Dependency on specific host functionality is a consideration with remote
execution because the remote host implementation is used instead of the normal
interactive host. This is necessary to manage the extra characteristics of the remote or
job environments. This host shows up as a process named wsmprovhost correspond-
ing to the executable wsmprovhost.exe. This host only supports a subset of the fea-
tures available in the normal interactive PowerShell hosts.

Session isolation

Another point is the fact that each session is configured independently when it’s cre-
ated, and once it’s constructed, it has its own copy of the engine properties, execution
policy, function definitions, and so on. This independent session environment exists
for the duration of the session and isn’t affected by changes made in other sessions.
This principle is called isolation—each session is isolated from, and therefore not
affected by, any other session.
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Only one command runs at a time

A final characteristic of a session instance is that you can run only one command (or
command pipeline) in a session at one time. If you try to run more than one com-
mand at a time, a “session busy” error will be raised. But there’s some limited com-
mand queuing: if there’s a request to run a second command synchronously (one at a
time), the command will wait up to 4 minutes for the first command to be completed
before generating the “session busy” error. But if a second command is requested to
run asynchronously—that is, without waiting—the busy error will be generated
immediately.

With some knowledge of the characteristics and limitations of PowerShell ses-
sions, you can start to look at how to use them.

12.3.2 Using the New-PSSession cmdlet

In this section, you’ll learn how to use the New-PSSession cmdlet. Let’s start with an
example. First, you’ll create a PSSession on the local machine by specifying local-
host as the target computer:

PS (1) > $s = New-PSSession localhost

NOTE By default on Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008 R2, and
above, a user must be running with elevated privileges to create a ses-
sion on the local machine. Section 13.1.4 explains why this is the case
and describes how to change the default setting. (Earlier platforms like
XP don’t require the user to be elevated.)

You now have a PSSession object in the $s variable that you can use to execute
“remote” commands. Earlier we said each session runs in its own process. You can
confirm this by using the $PID session variable to see what the process ID of the ses-
sion process is. First, run this code in the remote session:

PS (2) > Invoke-Command $s { $PID }
7352

And you see that the process ID is 7352. When you get the value in the local session
by typing $PID at the command line, as shown here

PS (3) > $PID
5076

you see that the local process ID is 5076. Now define a variable in the remote session:

PS (4) > Invoke-Command $s {$x=1234}

With this command, you’ve set the variable $x in the remote session to 1234. Now
invoke another command to retrieve the value:

PS (5) > Invoke-Command $s { $x }
1234
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You get the expected value back. If you had done this without using the session, you
wouldn’t have gotten the correct value back because the value of $x would have been
lost when the remote session was closed down. Next, define a function hi:

PS (6) > Invoke-Command $s { function hi { "Hello there" } }

And then use Invoke-Command to call it:

PS (7) > Invoke-Command $s { hi }
Hello there

This works in much the same way as it does in the local case—changes to the remote
environment are persisted across the invocations. You can redefine the function and
make it reference the $x variable you defined earlier:

PS (8) > Invoke-Command $s { function hi { "Hello there, x is $x" } }
PS (9) > Invoke-Command $s { hi }
Hello there, x is 1234

You get the preserved value.

NOTE We’ve had people ask if other users on the computer can see
the sessions we’re creating. As mentioned earlier, this isn’t the case.
Users have access only to the remote sessions they create and only from
the sessions they were created from. In other words, there’s no way for
one session to connect to another session that it didn’t itself create. The
only aspect of a session that may be visible to another user is the exis-
tence of the wsmprovhost process hosting the session.

As you’ve seen, remote execution is just like the local case…well, almost. You have to
type Invoke-Command every time. If you’re executing a lot of interactive commands
on a specific machine, this task becomes annoying quickly. PowerShell provides a
much better way to accomplish this type of task, as you’ll see in the next section.

12.3.3 Interactive sessions

In the previous sections, you learned how to issue commands to remote machines
using Invoke-Command. This approach is effective but gets annoying for more inter-
active types of work. To make this scenario easier, you can start an interactive session
using the Enter-PSSession cmdlet. Once you’re in an interactive session, the com-
mands that you type are automatically passed to the remote computer and executed
without having to use Invoke-Command. Let’s try this out. You’ll reuse the session
you created in the previous section. In that session, you defined the variable $x and
the function hi. To enter interactive mode during this session, you’ll call Enter-
PSSession, passing in the session object:

PS (10) > Enter-PSSession $s
[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents>
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As soon as you enter interactive mode, you see that the prompt changes: it now
displays the name of the machine you’re connected to and the current directory.

NOTE The default prompt can be changed in the remote session in
the same way it can be changed in the local session. If you have a
prompt definition in your profile, you may be wondering why that
wasn’t used. We’ll get to that later in section 12.6.2, when we look at
some of the things you need to keep in mind when using remoting.

Now let’s check out the value of $x:

[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> $x
1234

It’s 1234, which is the last value you set it to using Invoke-Command in the previous
section. The remote session state has been preserved and is now available to you inter-
actively. Let’s try running the hi function you defined:

[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> hi
Hello there, x is 1234

It also works. In addition to examining the state of things, you can change them.
Change the value of $x, and then rerun the hi function, which uses $x in its output:

[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> $x=6
[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> hi
Hello there, x is 6

The changed value is displayed in the output. You can exit an interactive remote ses-
sion either by using the exit keyword or by using the Exit-PSSession cmdlet (sec-
tion 13.2.6 explains why there are two ways to do this):

[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> exit

You see that the prompt changed back, and when you try to run the hi function

PS (11) > hi
The term 'hi' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet, function, 
script file, or operable program. Check the spelling of the name, 
or if a path was included, verify that the path is correct
and try again.
At line:1 char:3
+ hi <<<<
    + CategoryInfo          : ObjectNotFound: (hi:String) [], 
CommandNotFoundException
    + FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

you get an error because the function was only defined in the remote environment.
Now try to reenter the session:

PS (12) > Enter-PSSession $s
[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> $x
6
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When you reenter the session, the environment is exactly as you left it. You can run
the hi function

[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> hi
Hello there, x is 6

and it works. Now you can exit it again

[localhost]: PS C:\Users\brucepay\Documents> exit
PS (13) >

and you’re back in your local environment. You can enter and exit a session as often as
you need to as long as it’s not removed in the interim.

Another useful feature to consider is the fact that you can have more than one ses-
sion open at a time. This means that you can pop back and forth between multiple
computers as needed. In chapter 15, you’ll see how the PowerShell ISE takes advan-
tage of this capability, allowing you to have different sessions open in different tabs.
The ability to have multiple concurrent sessions makes dealing with multiple
machines very convenient.

Additional differences exist between the pattern where you used Invoke-
Command for each command and the interactive mode. In the noninteractive
Invoke-Command case, the remote commands send objects back, where they’re for-
matted on the local machine. In the interactive remoting case, the objects are format-
ted on the remote machine and simple strings are sent to the local machine to be
displayed. This process is illustrated in figure 12.6.

Remote machineLocal machine

Explicit remoting

 

Pipeline 
processor

Formatter

User sends commands to remote host for execution

Formatted strings

Interactive remoting

Remote machineLocal machine

Pipeline 
processor

Formatteroutput objectsFormatted strings Output objects

Output objects

User

User User sends commands to remote host for execution

Figure 12.6 When using explicit remoting (top), objects are returned from the remote host 

and formatted locally. With interactive remoting (bottom), the objects are formatted on the 

remote machine and the formatted strings are sent back to the local machine.
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The differences in behavior this process may cause are somewhat subtle. Most of the
time the process is invisible. Situations where you might experience some conse-
quences are when the local session and the remote session are in different locales—that
is, the sessions have different language and cultural settings. In this case, things like
dates will be displayed differently in the local and remote cases. The other scenario
where there could be a visible difference is when there’s formatting information for the
objects you’re working with that’s different (or missing) on one end or the other.

Finally, as with the noninteractive remoting case, you can run an interactive ses-
sion in a temporary session by passing the name of the computer instead of an exist-
ing PSSession. Using the PSSession has the advantage that you can enter and exit
the remote session and have the remote state preserved between activities. If the name
of the computer is passed in, the connection will be torn down when you exit the ses-
sion. Because a remote session involved creating a remote host process, forgetting to
close your sessions can lead to wasting resources. At any point, you can use the Get-
PSSession to get a list of the open sessions you currently have and use Remove-
PSSession to close them as appropriate.

By now, you should be comfortable with creating and using persistent remote ses-
sions. What we haven’t spent much time on is how to manage all these connections
you’re creating. We’ll expand our discussion to include these topics in the next section.

12.3.4 Managing PowerShell sessions

Each PSSession is associated with an underlying Windows process. As such, it con-
sumes significant resources even when no commands are being executed in it. To
limit the load on the remote system, you should delete PSSessions that are no longer
needed and maintain only the ones currently in use. This step reduces the memory
usage and similar drains on the remote system. At the same time, creating new
PSSessions also puts a load on the system, consuming additional CPU resources to
create each new process. When managing your resource consumption, you need to
balance the cost of creating new sessions against the overhead of maintaining multiple
sessions. There’s no hard-and-fast rule for deciding what this balance should be. In
the end, you should decide on an application-by-application basis. Let’s review the
tools you have for session management.

To get a list of the existing PSSessions, you use the Get-PSSession command,
and to remove sessions that are no longer needed, you use the Remove-PSSession
cmdlet. The Remove-PSSession cmdlet closes the PSSession, which causes the
remote process to exit and frees up all the resources it held. Removing the session
also frees up local resources like the network connection used to connect to the
remote session. 

So far, the focus of our resource management discussion has been on managing
connections from the client end. On the client end, if you don’t explicitly remove the
sessions or set timeouts, local sessions will remain open until you end your Power-
Shell session. But what happens if the client fails for some reason without closing its
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sessions? If these sessions are allowed to persist without some mechanism for closing
them, eventually the remote server’s resources could become exhausted. In this sce-
nario you can’t rely on being able to reconnect to the remote machine, which means
you need a mechanism to allow it to do its own cleanup.

To address this problem, the PowerShell remoting infrastructure uses a “heart-
beat” pulse sent between the local and remote machines to make sure that the con-
nection between the machines is still valid. The heartbeat pulse is sent every 3
minutes to validate the connection. If the client computer doesn’t respond to the
pulse within 4 minutes, the PSSession associated with that connection will be closed
automatically. This allows the remote machine to prevent “orphaned” processes that
are no longer being used by the client from eventually exhausting its resource.

At this point, let’s review what we’ve covered. We’ve looked at the basic remoting
concepts. We’ve examined the use of transient and persistent sessions in noninterac-
tive and interactive scenarios. In the next section, we’ll explore another feature that
lets you merge local and remote operations in an almost seamless way.

12.4 IMPLICIT REMOTING

When doing noninteractive remoting, you have to call Invoke-Command every time
you want to execute a remote operation. You can avoid this task by using Enter-
PSSession to set up a remote interactive session. This approach makes remote exe-
cution easy but at the cost of making local operations difficult. In this section, we’ll
look at a mechanism that makes both local and remote command execution easy.
This mechanism is called implicit remoting.

NOTE For implicit remoting to work, the execution policy on the cli-
ent machine has to be configured to allow scripts to run, typically by
setting it to RemoteSigned. This is necessary because implicit remot-
ing generates a temporary module, and PowerShell must be allowed to
execute scripts in order to load this module. If execution policy is set to
Restricted or AllSigned, it won’t be able to do this. This require-
ment only applies to the local client machine. A remote server can still
use a more restrictive policy. See section 21.3.2 for more information
about execution policy.

The goal of implicit remoting is to make the fact that remote operations are occur-
ring invisible to the user and to have all operations look as much like local opera-
tions as possible. You can accomplish this goal by generating local proxy functions
that run the remote commands under the covers. The user calls the local proxy,
which takes care of the details involved in making the remote command invoca-
tion, as shown in figure 12.7.

The net effect is that everything looks like a local operation because everything is a
local operation. In the next section, you’ll see how to use this facility.
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12.4.1 Using implicit remoting

To set up the remote proxy functions mentioned in the previous section, use the
Import-PSSession cmdlet. The syntax for this cmdlet is shown in figure 12.8.

Let’s explore how this cmdlet works by walking through an example. You’ll create
a PSSession and then define a function in that session. The goal is to be able to exe-
cute this remote function as though it was defined locally. In other words, you want
to implicitly remote the function. To accomplish this, you call Import-PSSession,
which generates a function that you can call locally. This local function does the
remote call on your behalf—it acts as your proxy. The steps in this process are shown
in figure 12.9.

You’ll begin by creating the connection to a remote machine. To do this, you may
need to get credentials for the remote host.

Remote machineLocal machine

 

Actual 
remote 

command

User executes local command

Remote invocation request

Local
proxy 

function

Local request

Local output

User

Output objects returned from remote cmd

Figure 12.7 With implicit remoting, the user calls a local proxy command. This command 

takes care of making the remote invocation. The user need not be concerned with the details 

of the remote invocation.

Import-PSSession 
[-Session] <PSSession>
[[-CommandName] <String[]>]
[[-FormatTypeName] <String[]>]
[-Prefix <String>]
[-DisableNameChecking]
[-AllowClobber] [-ArgumentList <Object[]>]
[-CommandType <CommandTypes>]
[-Module <String[]>]

Figure 12.8 The syntax for the Import-PSSession cmdlet. This cmdlet 

is used to create local proxy commands that invoke the corresponding 

remote command on the target computer.
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NOTE In a domain environment, this step is unnecessary as long as your
user account has sufficient privileges to access the remote end point. But
if you want to log on as a different used, credentials will be required.

The Get-Credential cmdlet will prompt you for your username and password:

PS (1) > $cred = Get-Credential

cmdlet Get-Credential at command pipeline position 1
Supply values for the following parameters:
Credential

Now that you have the credential object in $cred, you can establish a session on the
remote machine:

PS (2) > $s = New-PSSession brucepay64h -Credential $cred

Next, you’ll use Invoke-Command to define a new function on the remote machine.
This is the command you’ll import:

PS (3) > Invoke-Command $s {
>> function Get-Bios { Get-WmiObject Win32_Bios }

Remote machine
New-PSSession creates connection

PSSession created

Use Invoke-Command to define Get-Bios on remote machine
Remote Get-Bios function created

R
em

ote session lifetim
e

Call local Get-Bios

Use Import-PSSession to import Get-Bios
Metadata for Get-Bios returned from remote machine

Local Get-Bios proxy function 
created using metadata

Local function calls remote Get-Bios
Remote data returned to 
local functionLocal data returned

Local Get-Bios
function created

Local machine

Figure 12.9 The sequence of steps needed to create a session, define a new 

remote command in that session, use Import-PSSession to import that 

command, and finally call the imported command. When you use Import-
PSSession to import a command, metadata describing the remote command 

is retrieved from the target machine and used to create a local proxy command. 

When this proxy command is called, it implicitly calls the remote command to 

perform the operation on the remote machine.
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>> }
>>

The new remote function is called Get-Bios and uses WMI (chapter 19) to retrieve
information about the BIOS on the remote machine. Invoke this function through
explicit remoting using Invoke-Command so you can see what it does:

PS (4) > Invoke-Command $s {Get-Bios}

SMBIOSBIOSVersion : 3.34
Manufacturer      : Phoenix Technologies, LTD
Name              : Phoenix - Award BIOS v6.00PG
SerialNumber      : MXK5380BK3 NA580
Version           : HP-CPC - 42302e31
PSComputerName    : brucepay64h

It returns a set of information about the BIOS on the remote machine. Now you’re set
up to use Import-PSSession to create a local proxy for this command:

PS (5) > Import-PSSession -Session $s -CommandName Get-Bios

ModuleType Name                      ExportedCommands
---------- ----                      ----------------
Script     tmp_00288002-bcec-43fd... Get-Bios

You might recognize the output from this command—it’s the same thing you see
when you do Import-Module. We’ll discuss what that means in a minute, but first
let’s see if you now have a local Get-Bios command by running it:

PS (6) > Get-Bios

SMBIOSBIOSVersion : 3.34
Manufacturer      : Phoenix Technologies, LTD
Name              : Phoenix - Award BIOS v6.00PG
SerialNumber      : MXK5380BK3 NA580
Version           : HP-CPC - 42302e31

You get the same result you saw when you did the explicit remote invocation, but
without having to do any extra work to access the remote machine. The proxy com-
mand did that for you. This is the goal of implicit remoting: to make the fact that the
command is being executed remotely invisible. In the next section, you’ll learn how it
all works.

12.4.2 How implicit remoting works

Now that you’ve seen implicit remoting in action, let’s look at how it’s implemented.
The sequence of operations performed by the implicit remoting mechanism is shown
in figure 12.10.

When the user requests that a command be imported, a message is sent to the remote
computer for processing. The import request processor looks up the command and
retrieves the metadata (i.e., the CommandInfo object) for that command. That metadata
is processed to simplify it, removing things like complex type attributes. Only the core
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remoting types are passed along. This metadata is received by the local machine’s proxy
function generator. It uses this metadata to generate a function that will implicitly call
the remote command. Let’s take closer look at what the generated proxy looks like. You
can look at the imported Get-Bios command using Get-Command:

PS (7) > Get-Command Get-Bios

CommandType     Name                     Definition
-----------     ----                     ----------
Function        Get-Bios                 ...

The output shows that you have a local function called Get-Bios. You can look at
the definition of that function by using the Definition property on the Command-
Info object returned by Get-Command:

PS (8) > Get-Command Get-Bios | % { $_.Definition }
    param(
    [Switch]
    ${AsJob})
begin {
    try {
       $positionalArguments = & $script:NewObject collections.arraylist
       foreach ($parameterName in $PSBoundParameters.BoundPositionally)
       {
           $null = $positionalArguments.Add(
                     $PSBoundParameters[$parameterName] )
           $null = $PSBoundParameters.Remove($parameterName)
       }
       $positionalArguments.AddRange($args)
       $clientSideParameters = Get-PSImplicitRemotingClientSideParameters `
           $PSBoundParameters $False
       $scriptCmd = { & $script:InvokeCommand `

Remote machineLocal machine
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Local 
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table Add c
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Figure 12.10 How remote commands are imported by the implicit remoting mechanism. 

Import-PSSession works by sending a message to the remote computer to retrieve the 

metadata for the requested command. This metadata is processed and returned to the local 

machine, where a proxy advanced function is generated.
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                      @clientSideParameters `
                      -HideComputerName `
                      -Session (Get-PSImplicitRemotingSession `
                          -CommandName 'Get-Bios') `
                      -Arg ('Get-Bios', $PSBoundParameters,
                           $positionalArguments) `
                      -Script { param($name, $boundParams,
                                   $unboundParams)
                                & $name @boundParams @unboundParams}}

      $steppablePipeline = $scriptCmd.GetSteppablePipeline(
                             $myInvocation.CommandOrigin)
      $steppablePipeline.Begin($myInvocation.ExpectingInput,
                                 $ExecutionContext)
    } catch {
        throw
    }
}
process {
    try {
        $steppablePipeline.Process($_)
    } catch {
        throw
    }
}
end {
    try {
        $steppablePipeline.End()
    } catch {
        throw
    }
}

Even though this output has been reformatted a bit to make it more readable, it’s a
pretty complex function and uses many of the more sophisticated features we’ve cov-
ered in previous chapters. It uses advanced functions, splatting, scriptblocks, and
steppable pipelines. Fortunately, you never have to write these functions yourself.

NOTE You don’t have to create proxy functions for this particular sce-
nario, but back in section 11.5.2 you saw how this technique can be
very powerful in extending the PowerShell environment.

The Import-PSSession cmdlet does this for you. It will create a proxy function for
each command it’s importing, which could lead to a lot of commands. Managing a
lot of new commands in your environment could be a problem, so let’s go back to
looking at exactly what the output from Import-PSSession was. We commented at
the time that it looked like the output from Import-Module, and this is exactly what
it is. As well as generating proxy functions on your behalf, Import-PSSession
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creates a module to contain these functions. You’ll use Get-Module to verify this and
format the output as a list to see all the details:

PS (9) > Get-Module | Format-List *

ExportedCommands    : {Get-Bios}
Name                : tmp_00288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059edfd2430_y
                      hv1i4f4.ogw
Path                : C:\Users\brucepay\AppData\Local\Temp\tmp_0
                      0288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059edfd2430_yhv1i4
                      f4.ogw\tmp_00288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059edf
                      d2430_yhv1i4f4.ogw.psm1
Description         : Implicit remoting for http://brucepay64h/w
                      sman
Guid                : 00288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059edfd2430
ModuleBase          : C:\Users\brucepay\AppData\Local\Temp\tmp_0
                      0288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059edfd2430_yhv1i4
                      f4.ogw
PrivateData         : {ImplicitRemoting}
Version             : 1.0
ModuleType          : Script
AccessMode          : ReadWrite
ExportedFunctions   : {[Get-Bios, Get-Bios]}
ExportedCmdlets     : {}
NestedModules       : {}
RequiredModules     : {}
ExportedVariables   : {}
ExportedAliases     : {}
SessionState        : System.Management.Automation.SessionState
OnRemove            :
                      $sourceIdentifier = 
                      [system.management.automation.wildcardpattern]::
                          Escape(
                           $eventSubscriber.SourceIdentifier)
                      Unregister-Event -SourceIdentifier `
                         $sourceIdentifier -Force -ErrorAction `
                         SilentlyContinue

                      if ($previousScript -ne $null)
                      {
                          & $previousScript $args
                      }

ExportedFormatFiles : {C:\Users\brucepay\AppData\Local\Temp\tmp_
                      00288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059edfd2430_yhv1i
                      4f4.ogw\tmp_00288002-bcec-43fd-853f-8059ed
                      fd2430_yhv1i4f4.ogw.format.ps1xml}
ExportedTypeFiles   : {}

PS (10) >
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Things to notice in this output (again reformatted for readability) include the fact
that the module name and path are temporary generated names. This module also
defines an OnRemove handler (see chapter 10) to clean up when the module is
removed. To see the contents of the module, you can look at the temporary file that
was created by opening it in an editor using the module’s Path property. For exam-
ple, to open the module file in PowerShell ISE, use this code:

PS (14) > powershell_ise (Get-Command Get-Bios).Module.Path

Alternatively, you can save the session to an explicitly named module for reuse with
Export-PSSession. You’ll save this session as a module called bios:

PS (15) > Export-PSSession -OutputModule bios -Session $s `
>> -type function -CommandName Get-Bios -AllowClobber
>>

    Directory: C:\Users\brucepay\Documents\WindowsPowerShell\Mod
    ules\bios

Mode                LastWriteTime     Length Name
----                -------------     ------ ----
-a---        11/29/2009   1:05 PM      10359 bios.psm1
-a---        11/29/2009   1:05 PM         99 bios.format.ps1xml
-a---        11/29/2009   1:05 PM        532 bios.psd1

Executing this command created a new module in your user module directory. It cre-
ated the script module file (.psm1), the module manifest (.psd1), and a file containing
formatting information for the command. You used the -AllowClobber parameter
because the export is using the remote session to gather the data. If it finds a command
being exported that already exists in the caller’s environment, this would be an error.
Because Get-Bios already exists, you had to use -AllowClobber. Now you’ll try out
the new module. First, you need to clean the existing module and session:

PS (32) > Get-Module | Remove-Module
PS (33) > Remove-PSSession $s

Import the module

PS (34) > Import-Module bios

and it returns right away. It can do this because it hasn’t actually set up the remote
connection yet. This will happen the first time you access one of the functions in the
module. Run Get-Bios:

PS (35) > Get-Bios
Creating a new session for implicit remoting of "Get-Bios" 
command...
The term 'Get-Bios' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet, 
function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling of
 the name, or if a path was included, verify that the path is 
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correct and try again.
    + CategoryInfo          : ObjectNotFound: (Get-Bios:String)
    [], CommandNotFoundException
    + FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

When you ran this command, you saw a message indicating that a new connection
was being created, and then the credential prompt popped up. This is pretty much as
expected. But then you got an error saying the command Get-Bios wasn’t found.
This is because you dynamically added the function to the remote session. When you
established a new session, because you didn’t add the function, it wasn’t there. In the
next section, we’ll describe how to create remote endpoints that always contain your
custom functions.

Let’s briefly review where we are. You’ve seen how PowerShell remoting allows
you to execute commands on a remote machine. You know how to use explicit
remoting to send scriptblocks to the remote computer to be executed. We explored
interactive remoting where every command is sent to the remote machine, making it
look as if you’re working directly on that machine. Finally, we looked at implicit
remoting, which makes it appear that all your commands are being run locally. This
greatly simplifies remoting for the casual user. It allows you to do things like manage
an Exchange mail server without having to install any code locally: you can use
implicit remoting to generate a proxy module for the Exchange management module
residing on another.

One thing that’s been constant across all of these remoting experiences is that you
always had to wait for the remote commands to complete before issuing the next
command. But early on in our discussion of remoting, we noted that because there
are two (or more) processes involved, things actually do happen concurrently. In the
next section, you’ll see how this characteristic is used to implement background jobs
in PowerShell.

12.5 BACKGROUND JOBS IN POWERSHELL

In the previous section, you saw that although remote PowerShell sessions run in sep-
arate processes, the user is still prevented from running new commands until the
remote command completes. If you change things so that the caller doesn’t block,
then other commands can run in parallel. This is how PowerShell background jobs
work. With background jobs, the arrangement of executing commands and processes
is shown in figure 12.11.

NOTE In section 12.1.1, you saw that some commands have built-in
remoting capabilities. In a similar fashion, there are also commands that
have built-in job support. For example, the WMI commands have an
-AsJob parameter that allows one or more WMI operations to execute
in the background. This type of job doesn’t rely on the background
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execution mechanism we’re describing in this section. Instead, they use
their own implementation of background execution. In the case of
WMI jobs, they run in process but on a separate thread. The PowerShell
job infrastructure was explicitly designed to support this kind of exten-
sion. If third parties expose their job abstractions as subclasses of the
PowerShell Job type, these extension jobs can be managed using the
built-in job cmdlets just like native PowerShell jobs.

There’s more to background jobs than simply executing multiple things at the same
time. Background jobs are designed to be commands that run asynchronously while
you continue to do other things at the console. This means that there needs to be a
way to manage these background jobs—starting and stopping them as well as retriev-
ing the output in a controlled way. 

NOTE Background jobs are implemented using processes that are
children of your interactive PowerShell process. This means that if you
end your PowerShell session, causing the process to exit, this will also
cause all the background jobs to be terminated, because child processes
are terminated when the parent process exits.

In this section we’ll cover the cmdlets that are used to accomplish these tasks. We’ll
look at starting, stopping, and waiting for jobs. We’ll explore the Job objects used to
represent a running job. Finally, you’ll learn how to combine remoting with jobs to
run jobs on remote machines.

PowerShell process #1

 

User
Foreground
command

PowerShell process #2

PowerShell process #3

Interactive cmds

PowerShell process #4

Background
command #1

Background
command #2

Background
command #3

Figure 12.11 The user sends interactive 

commands to be executed by the foreground 

loop. Background commands are executed in 

separate processes; each process has its own 

command loop. For each background job the user 

creates, a new instance of PowerShell.exe 

is run to host the command loop for that job. 

This means that, if there are three background 

jobs as shown, then four processes are

running—three for the background jobs and 

one for the interactive foreground job.
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12.5.1 The job commands

As with remoting, jobs are managed with a set of cmdlets. These cmdlets are shown
in table 12.3.  

A background job runs commands asynchronously. They’re used to execute long-
running commands in a way that the interactive session isn’t blocked until that com-
mand completes.

When a synchronous command runs, PowerShell waits until that command has
completed before accepting any new commands. When a command is run in the
background, instead of blocking, the command returns immediately, emitting an
object that represents the new background job. 

Although you get back control immediately (a new prompt) with the Job object,
you obviously won’t get the results of that job even if the job runs quickly. Instead,
you use a separate command to get the job’s results. You also have commands to stop
the job, to wait for the job to be completed, and finally to delete the job. Let’s see
how these commands are used.

12.5.2 Working with the job cmdlets

You use the Start-Job command to start a background job on a local computer.
Let’s try this with a simple example. You’ll start a job and then pipe the resulting Job
object through Format-List so you can see of the members on the object:

PS (1) > Start-Job { "Hi" } | Format-List

HasMoreData   : True
StatusMessage :
Location      : localhost
Command       :  "Hi"
JobStateInfo  : Running
Finished      : System.Threading.ManualResetEvent
InstanceId    : fefc87f6-b5a7-4319-9145-616317ac8fcb
Id            : 1
Name          : Job1
ChildJobs     : {Job2}

Table 12.3 The cmdlets for working with PowerShell jobs

Cmdlet Description

Start-Job Used to start background jobs. It takes a scriptblock as the argument 
representing the job to execute. 

Stop-Job Stops a job based on the JobID.

Get-Job Returns a list of currently executing jobs associated with the current 
session.

Wait-Job Waits for one or more jobs to complete.

Receive-Job Gets the results for a specific job.

Remove-Job Removes a job from the job table so the resources can be released.
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Output        : {}
Error         : {}
Progress      : {}
Verbose       : {}
Debug         : {}
Warning       : {}
State         : Running

As with the remoting cmdlets, the command to execute is specified by a scriptblock.
When the command runs, you see that an object is returned, containing a wealth of
information about the job. We’ll look at this object in a detail later on. For now, we’ll
keep looking at the cmdlets. Now that you’ve started a job, you can use the Get-Job
cmdlet to get information about that job:

PS (3) > Get-Job | fl

HasMoreData   : True
StatusMessage :
Location      : localhost
Command       :  "Hi"
JobStateInfo  : Completed
Finished      : System.Threading.ManualResetEvent
InstanceId    : fefc87f6-b5a7-4319-9145-616317ac8fcb
Id            : 1
Name          : Job1
ChildJobs     : {Job2}
Output        : {}
Error         : {}
Progress      : {}
Verbose       : {}
Debug         : {}
Warning       : {}
State         : Completed

This cmdlet returned the same Job object that you saw returned from Start-Job.
(You can tell it’s the same object by looking at the InstanceId, which is a GUID and
is guaranteed to be unique for each job.) There’s one significant different in this out-
put: if you look at the State property, you see that it has changed from Running to
Completed. So the first thing to note is that a job remains in the job table even after
it has completed and will remain there until it’s explicitly removed using the Remove-
Job cmdlet. To get the results of the job, you can use another cmdlet: Receive-Job.
This cmdlet will return the results of the command that was executed:

PS (5) > Receive-Job 1
Hi

This returns the string that was emitted by the scriptblock passed to Start-Job. This
isn’t a very interesting example. Let’s try something that will take a bit longer to run.
First, define the scriptblock you want to run in the $jsb variable:

PS (9) > $jsb = {
>> foreach ($i in 1..10) { Start-Sleep 1; "i is $i" }
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>> }
>>

Now start the job running. Let the Job object that was returned use the default for-
matting, which complains if the screen is too narrow for all the columns to be dis-
played. The compressed output doesn’t matter because the only thing you want at
this point is the job’s ID:

PS (10) > Start-Job $jsb

WARNING: column "Command" does not fit into the display and was
removed.

Id              Name            State      HasMoreData     Locat
                                                           ion
--              ----            -----      -----------     -----
5               Job5            Running    True            lo...

Start calling Receive-Job with the job’s ID:

PS (11) > Receive-Job 5
i is 1
i is 2

The first call returned the first two items out of the 10 you’re expecting. Call it again

PS (12) > Receive-Job 5
i is 3
i is 4

and you get another two items. Call it again quickly

PS (13) > Receive-Job 5
i is 5

and you get one additional item. Keep calling it until you get all the items:

PS (14) > Receive-Job 5
i is 6
i is 7
PS (15) > Receive-Job 5
i is 8
PS (16) > Receive-Job 5
i is 9
PS (17) > Receive-Job 5
i is 10
PS (18) > Receive-Job 5

This last call didn’t return anything because the job has completed and all items have
already been returned. You can verify this by calling Get-Job

PS (19) > Get-Job 5

WARNING: column "Command" does not fit into the display and was
removed.
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Id              Name            State      HasMoreData     Locat
                                                           ion
--              ----            -----      -----------     -----
5               Job5            Completed  False           lo...

and you see that its state is Completed. Because the job is running asynchronously,
the number of items that are returned depends on when you call Receive-Job.

Waiting for jobs to complete

So how do you wait until the job has completed? You could write a loop to keep
checking the State property, but that would be annoying and inefficient. Instead,
you can use the Wait-Job cmdlet:

PS (21) > $jb = Start-Job $jsb; Wait-Job $jb ; Receive-Job $jb

Id              Name            State      HasMoreData     Locat
                                                           ion
--              ----            -----      -----------     -----
9               Job9            Completed  True            lo...
i is 1
i is 2
i is 3
i is 4
i is 5
i is 6
i is 7
i is 8
i is 9
i is 10

In this example, you’re capturing the job object emitted by Start-Job in the $jb
variable so you can use it in the subsequent Wait-Job and Receive-Job commands.
Because of the Wait-Job, when you call Receive-Job you get all the input.

Notice that Wait-Job returns the object representing the job that has finished.
You can use this to simplify the example a bit:

PS (22) > Start-Job $jsb | Wait-Job | Receive-Job
i is 1
i is 2
i is 3
i is 4
i is 5
i is 6
i is 7
i is 8
i is 9
i is 10

In this example, Start-Job passes the Job object to Wait-Job. When the job com-
pletes, Wait-Job passes the Job object to Receive-Job to get the results. This elim-
inates the need for an intermediate variable.
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Removing jobs

So far, you’ve been creating jobs but haven’t removed any. This means that when you
call Get-Job, you’ll see that there are a number of jobs still in the job table:

PS (23) > Get-Job

WARNING: column "Command" does not fit into the display and was
removed.

Id              Name            State      HasMoreData     Locat
                                                           ion
--              ----            -----      -----------     -----
1               Job1            Completed  False           lo...
3               Job3            Completed  False           lo...
5               Job5            Completed  False           lo...
7               Job7            Completed  True            lo...
9               Job9            Completed  False           lo...

Each time you start a job, it gets added to the job table. You can clean things up using
the Remove-Job cmdlet. To empty the table, use Remove-Job with a wildcard:

PS (24) > Remove-Job *

Now when you call Get-Job, nothing is returned:

PS (25) > Get-Job
PS (26) >

This is probably not the best way to clean things up. A better solution would be to
look for jobs that have completed and have no more data. This would look like the
following:

function Clear-CompletedJobs {
    Get-Job | where { $_.State -eq "Completed" -and
                                -not $_.HasMoreData } | Remove-Job
}

This function calls Get-Job to get the list of all jobs, filters that list based on the
State and HasMoreData properties, and then pipes the filtered list into Remove-
Job. By doing this, only completed jobs for which all data has been received will be
removed. This allows you to clean up the job table without worrying about losing
information or getting errors. If you do want to kill all of the jobs immediately, you
can use the -Force parameter on Remove-Job.

In the next section, we’ll look at ways you can apply concurrent jobs to solve
problems.

12.5.3 Working with multiple jobs

So far we’ve looked at simple patterns working with one job at a time, but you can
run a number of jobs at the same time. Doing so complicates things—you have to be
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able to handle the output from multiple jobs. Let’s look at how to do this. The fol-
lowing listing shows how to wait for a set of jobs and then receive the results.

1..5| foreach {
    Start-Job -name "job$_" -ScriptBlock {                          
        param($number)                                              
        $waitTime = Get-Random -min 4 -max 10                       
        Start-Sleep -Seconds $waitTime
        "Job $number is complete; waited $waitTime"
        } -ArgumentList $_ > $null }                                

Wait-Job job* | Receive-Job                                         

This example starts a number of jobs that will run concurrently, waits for all of them
to complete, and then gets all the results. Run this code and see what happens:

PS (1) > 1..5| foreach {
>>     Start-Job -name "job$_" -ScriptBlock {
>>         param($number)
>>         $waitTime = Get-Random -min 4 -max 10
>>         Start-Sleep -Seconds $waitTime
>>         "Job $number is complete; waited $waitTime"
>>         } -ArgumentList $_ > $null }
>>
PS (2) > wait-Job job* | Receive-Job
Job 1 is complete; waited 4
Job 2 is complete; waited 4
Job 3 is complete; waited 8
Job 4 is complete; waited 5
Job 5 is complete; waited 7

As you can see, all the results are captured, ordered by the job name. Now let’s look at
a more useful application of this pattern. The following listing shows a function that
searches multiple directories in parallel looking for a specific pattern.

function Search-FilesInParallel
{
    param (
        [parameter(mandatory=$true, position=0)]
            $Pattern,
        [parameter(mandatory=$true, position=1)]                  
        [string[]]
            $Path,
        [parameter(mandatory=$false)]
            $Filter = "*.txt",
        [parameter(mandatory=$false)]
        [switch]
            $Any
    )

Listing 12.6    Example of running multiple jobs

Listing 12.7    A function that searches a collection of folders in parallel
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    $jobid = [guid]::NewGuid().ToString() 
    $jobs = foreach ($element in $path)
    {
        Start-Job -name "$Srch{jobid}" -scriptblock { 
            param($pattern, $path, $filter, $any)                      
            Get-ChildItem -Path $path -Recurse -Filter $filter
                Select-String -list:$any $pattern   
        } -ArgumentList $pattern,$element,$filter,$any
    }

    Wait-Job -any:$any $jobs | Receive-Job  
    Remove-Job -force $jobs
}

This function takes a list of folder paths to search, along with a pattern to search for.
By default, the function will only search TXT files. It also has a switch, -any, that
controls how the search is performed. If the switch isn’t specified, all matches from all
folders will be returned. If it’s specified, only the first match will be returned and the
remaining incomplete jobs will be canceled.

This function seems like a useful tool. Unfortunately, jobs are implemented by
creating new processes for each job, and this is an expensive operation—so expensive,
in fact, that generally it’s much slower than simply searching all the files serially. In
practice, PowerShell jobs are a way of dealing with latency (the time it takes for an
operation to return a result) and not throughput (the amount of data that gets pro-
cessed). This is a good trade-off for remote management tasks when you’re talking to
many machines more or less at once. The amount of data, as you saw in the monitor-
ing example in section 12.2, is frequently not large, and the overall execution time is
dominated by the time it takes to connect to a remote machine. With that in mind,
let’s look at how remoting and jobs work together.

12.5.4 Starting jobs on remote computers

Because the job infrastructure is based on the remoting framework, it follows that we
can also create and manage jobs on remote computers. 

NOTE To work with remote jobs, remoting must be enabled on the
remote machine. For local jobs, remoting doesn’t have to be enabled
because a different communication channel (anonymous pipes) is used
between the parent session and the child jobs.

The easiest way to do this is to use the -AsJob parameter on Invoke-Command.
Alternatively, the scriptblock passed to Invoke-Command can call Start-Job explic-
itly. Let’s see how this works.

Child jobs and nesting

So far we’ve talked about Job objects as atomic—one Job object per job. In practice
it’s a bit more sophisticated than that. There are scenarios when you need to be able

Generate GUID to 
use for job ID Start search job 

for each path

Pass -any switch 
to Select-String

Wait for any 
or all jobs
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to aggregate collections of jobs under a single master, or executive, job. We’ll get to
those situations in a minute. For now, just know that background jobs always consist
of a parent job and one or more child jobs.

For jobs started using Start-Job or the -AsJob parameter on Invoke-Command,
the parent job is the executive. It doesn’t run any commands or return any results.

NOTE The executive does no actual work—it just supervises. All the
work is done by the subordinates. That sounds familiar somehow….

This collection of child jobs is stored in the ChildJobs property of the parent Job
object. The child Job objects have a name, ID, and instance ID that differ from the
parent job so that you can manage the parent and each child job individually or as a
single unit.

To see the parent and all the children in a Job, use the Get-Job cmdlet to get the
parent Job object, and then pipe it to Format-List, which displays the Name and
ChildJobs as properties of the objects. Here’s what this looks like:

PS (1) > Get-Job | Format-List -Property Name, ChildJobs
Name          : Job1
ChildJobs     : {Job2}

You can also use a Get-Job command on the child job, as shown in the following
command

PS (2) > Get-Job job2

Id    Name   State      HasMoreData   Location    Command
--    ----   -----      -----------   --------    -------
2     Job2   Completed  True          localhost   Get-Process

and so on until you get to a Job that has no children.

Child jobs with Invoke-Command

Let’s look at the scenario where you need to have more than one child job. When
Start-Job is used to start a job on a local computer, the job always consists of the
executive parent job and a single child job that runs the command. When you use the
-AsJob parameter on Invoke-Command to start a job on multiple computers, you
have the situation where the job consists of an executive parent job and one child job
for each command running on a remote server, as shown in figure 12.12.

When you use Invoke-Command to explicitly run Start-Job on the remote
machines, the result is the same as a local command run on each remote computer.
The command returns a job object for each computer. The Job object consists of an
executive parent job and one child job that runs the command.

The parent job represents all the child jobs. When you manage a parent job, you
also manage the associated child jobs. For example, if you stop a parent job, all child
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jobs are also stopped. Similarly, when you get the results of a parent job, you’re also
getting the results of all child jobs.

Most of the time, you don’t need to be concerned with the fact that there are par-
ent and child jobs; but it’s possible to manage the child jobs individually. This
approach is typically only used when you want to investigate a problem with a job or
get the results of only one of a number of child jobs started by using the -AsJob
parameter of Invoke-Command. 

The following command uses Invoke-Command with -AsJob to start background
jobs on the local computer and two remote computers. The command saves the job
in the $j variable:

PS (1) > $j = Invoke-Command -ComputerName localhost, Server01, Server02 `
    -Command {Get-Date} -AsJob

When you display the Name and ChildJob properties of the object in $j, it shows
that the command returned a Job object with three child jobs, one for each
computer:

PS (2) > $j | Format-List name, childjobs

Name      : Job3
ChildJobs : {Job4, Job5, Job6}

When you display the parent job, it shows that the overall job was considered to
have failed:

PS (3) > $j

Id   Name    State   HasMoreData     Location             Command
--   ----    -----   -----------     --------             -------
 1    Job3    Failed  True            localhost,server... Get-Date

 
Child job #3 Child job #4

Parent job 
(executive)

Child job #2

Invoke-Command -Computer $list { Get-Date } -AsJobUser

Child job #1

Get-Date Get-DateGet-DateGet-Date

Figure 12.12 The relationship between the executive job and the nested jobs created 

when Invoke-Command -AsJob is used to run commands on multiple remote 

computers. The user calls Invoke-Command to start a job with multiple nested jobs, 

one for each target node in $list.
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But on further investigation, when you run Get-Job on each of the child jobs, you
find that only one of them has failed:

PS (4) > Get-Job job4, job5, job6

Id   Name   State      HasMoreData     Location           Command
--   ----   -----      -----------     --------           -------
4    Job4   Completed  True            localhost          get-date
5    Job5   Failed     False           Server01           get-date
6    Job6   Completed  True            Server02           get-date

To get the results of all child jobs, use the Receive-Job cmdlet to obtain the results
of the parent job. But you can also get the results of a particular child job, as shown in
the following command:

PS (5) > Receive-Job -Job 6 -Keep |
>> Format-Table ComputerName,DateTime -AutoSize

ComputerName DateTime
 ------------ --------
Server02     Thursday, March 13, 2008 4:16:03 PM

In this example, you’re using the -Keep parameter, which allows you to read, but not
remove, output from a job. When you use -Keep, the output from the job is retained
in the output buffer for that job. You’re using it here so that when you do a Receive-
Job on the executive job, you’ll get the output of all jobs in a single collection. In
effect, this is a way of “peeking” at the output of one of the child jobs. By using child
jobs, you have much more granular control over the set of activities you have running.

The way you’ve been working with jobs so far has been much like when you were
using Invoke-Command and specifying the name of a computer. Each time you con-
tacted the computer, Invoke-Command created a new session. You’re doing much the
same thing when you use Start-Job. With Invoke-Command, you were able to
improve your efficiency by creating sessions. In the next section you’ll see how ses-
sions work with jobs.

12.5.5 Running jobs in existing sessions

Each background job runs in its own PowerShell session, paralleling the way each
remote command is also executed in its own session. As was the case with remoting,
this session can be a temporary one that exists only for the duration of the back-
ground job, or it can be run in an existing PSSession. But the way to do this isn’t
obvious because the Start-Job cmdlet doesn’t have a -Session parameter. Instead
you have to use Invoke-Command with the -Session and -AsJob parameters. Here’s
what that looks like. First, create a PSSession object:

PS (1) > $s = New-PSSession

Now pass that session object to Invoke-Command with -AsJob specified:

PS (2) > $j = Invoke-Command -Session $s -AsJob {$PID}
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The scriptblock that you’re passing in returns the process ID of the session. Use
Receive-Job to retrieve it:

PS (3) > Receive-Job $j
10808

You can call Invoke-Command without -AsJob with the same session object and
scriptblock:

PS (4) > Invoke-Command -Session $s {$PID}
10808

You get the same process ID back, which is expected because the session is persistently
associated with the same process.

Keep in mind that when a job is run in an existing PSSession, that session can’t be
used to run additional tasks until the job has completed. This means that you have to
create multiple PSSession objects if you need to run multiple background tasks but
want to avoid the overhead of creating new processes for each job. As always, it’s up to
the script author to decide how best to manage resources for their script.

12.6 CONSIDERATIONS WHEN RUNNING COMMANDS REMOTELY

When you run commands on multiple computers, you need to be aware, at least to
some extent, of how the execution environment can differ on the target machines.
For example, the target machine may be running a different version of the operating
system, or it may have a different processor. There may also be differences in which
applications are installed, how files are arranged, or where things are placed in the
Registry. In this section, we’ll look at a number of these issues.

Start-Job and sessions

So why is there no -Session parameter on Start-Job? This parameter did exist
at one point in the development of PowerShell v2. At that time, jobs and remoting
used the same message transport, not just the same basic infrastructure. Using the
same transport was found to be problematic for a number of reasons: 

• It was inefficient for communication with local jobs.
• It required that the remoting service be enabled on the local machine, which

has security implications.
• It required users to be running with admin privileges to be able to use the job

feature. 

To resolve these issues, the existing WSMan-based transport used by jobs was
replaced with anonymous pipes. This change solved these problems, but it had the
unfortunate side effect that jobs could no longer be directly run with in PSSession
instances because the PSSession object was tied to WSMan remoting.
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12.6.1 Remote session startup directory

When a user connects to a remote computer, the system sets the startup directory for
the remote session to a specific value. This value will change depending on the ver-
sion of the operating system on the target machine:

• If the machine is running Windows Vista, Windows Server 2003 R2, or later,
the default starting location for the session is the user’s home directory, which is
typically C:\Users\<UserName>.

• On Windows Server 2003, the user’s home directory is also used but resolves to
a slightly different path: C:\Documents and Settings\<UserName>.

• On Windows XP, the default user’s home directory is used instead of the connect-
ing user’s. This typically resolves to C:\Documents and Settings\Default User.

The default starting location can be obtained from either the $ENV:HOMEPATH envi-
ronment or the PowerShell $HOME variable. By using these variables instead of hard-
coded paths in your scripts, you can avoid problems related to these differences. Next,
we’ll examine issues related to startup and profiles.

12.6.2 Profiles and remoting

Most PowerShell users eventually create a custom startup script or profile that they use
to customize their environment. These customizations typically include defining con-
venience functions and aliases. Although profiles are a great feature for customizing
local interactive sessions, if the convenience commands they define are used in scripts
that you want to run remotely, you’ll encounter problems. This is because your profiles
aren’t run automatically in remote sessions, and that means the convenience com-
mands defined in the profile aren’t available in the remote session. In fact, the $PRO-
FILE variable, which points to the profile file, isn’t even populated for remote sessions.

As a best practice, for production scripting you should make sure your scripts
never become contaminated with elements defined by your profiles. One way to test
this is to run the script from PowerShell.exe with the -NoProfile option, which
looks like this:

powershell -NoProfile -File myscript.ps1

This command will run the script without loading your profile. If the script depends
on anything defined in the profile, it will generate errors.

But for remote interactive sessions, it’d be nice to have the same environment
everywhere. You can accomplish this by using Invoke-Command with the -FilePath
parameter to send your profile file to the remote machine and execute it there. The
set of commands you need to accomplish this are as follows:

$c = Get-Credential
$s = New-PSSession -Credential $ -ComputerName targetComputer
Invoke-Command -Session $s -FilePath $PROFILE
Enter-PSSession $s
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First, you get the credential for the target machine (this typically won’t be needed in
the domain environment). Next, you create a persistent session to the remote com-
puter. Then you use -FilePath on Invoke-Command to execute the profile file in
the remote session. Finally, with the session properly configured, you can call
Enter-PSSession to start your remote interactive session with all of your normal
customizations.

Alternatively, sometimes you may want to run a profile on the remote machine
instead of your local profile. Because $PROFILE isn’t populated in your remote ses-
sion, you’ll need to be clever to make this work. The key is that, although $PROFILE
isn’t set, $HOME is. You can use this to compose a path to your profile on the remote
computer. The revised list of commands looks like this:

$c = Get-Credential
$s = New-PSSession -Credential $ -ComputerName targetComputer

Invoke-Command -Session $s {
  . "$home\Documents\WindowsPowerShell\profile.ps1" }
Enter-PSSession $s

This command dot-sources (see section 8.1.4) the profile file in the user’s directory
on the remote machine into the session. Note that this script won’t work on XP or
Windows Server 2003 because the document directory on those versions of Windows
is Documents and Settings instead of Documents. For those operating systems, the
set of steps would look like this:

$c = Get-Credential
$s = New-PSSession -Credential $ -ComputerName targetComputer

Invoke-Command -Session $s {
  . "$home\Documents and Setting\WindowsPowerShell\profile.ps1" }
Enter-PSSession $s

In this section you learned how to cause your profile to be used to configure the
remote session environment. At the end of the section, we revisited the idea that some
system paths will vary depending on the operating system version. In the next sec-
tion, we’ll examine another area where these variations can cause problems.

12.6.3 Issues running executables remotely

PowerShell remoting allows you to execute the same types of commands remotely as
you can locally, including external applications or executables. The ability to remotely
execute commands like shutdown to restart a remote host or ipconfig to get net-
work settings is critical for system management. 

For the most part, console-based commands will work properly because they read
and write only to the standard input, output, and error pipes. Commands that won’t
work are ones that directly call the Windows Console APIs, like console-based editors
or text-based menu programs. The reason is that no console object is available in the
remote session. Because these applications are rarely used anymore, this fact typically
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won’t have a big impact. But there are some surprises. For example, the net com-
mand will work fine most of the time, but if you do something like this (which
prompts for a password)

PS (1) > net use p: '\\machine1\c$'  /user:machine1\user1 *
Type the password for \\machine1\c$:

in a remote session you’ll get an error:

[machine1]: > net use p: '\\machine1\c$'  /user:machine1\user1 *
net.exe : System error 86 has occurred.
    + CategoryInfo          : NotSpecified: (System error 86 has 
       occurred.:String) [], RemoteException
    + FullyQualifiedErrorId : NativeCommandError

The specified network password is not correct.
Type the password for \\machine1\c$:
[machine1]: > 

This command prompted for a password and returned an empty string. 
The other kind of program that won’t work properly are commands that try to

open a user interface (also known as “try to pop GUI”) on the remote computer.
If the remote command starts a program that has a GUI interface, the program

starts but no window will appear. If the command eventually completes, control will
be returned to the caller and things will be more or less fine. But if the process is
blocked waiting for the user to provide some input to the invisible GUI, the com-
mand will hang and you must stop it manually by pressing Ctrl-C. If the keypress
doesn’t work, you’ll have to use some other mechanism to terminate the process.

For example, if you use Invoke-Command to start Notepad on a remote machine,
the process will start on the remote computer but the Notepad window will never
appear. At this point, the command will appear to be “hung” and you’ll have to press
Ctrl-C to stop the command and regain control.

Now let’s look at more areas where accessing the console can cause problems and
how to avoid these problems.

12.6.4 Reading and writing to the console

As you saw in the previous section, executables that read and write directly to the
console won’t work properly. The same considerations apply to scripts that do things
like call the System.Console APIs directly themselves. For example, call the [Con-
sole]::WriteLine() and [Console]::ReadLine() APIs in a remote session:

[machine1]: > [Console]::WriteLine("hi")
[machine1]: >
[machine1]: > [Console]::ReadLine()
[machine1]: >

Neither of these calls worked properly. When you called the [Console]::Write-
Line() API, nothing was displayed, and when you called the [Console]::Read-
Line() API, it returned immediately instead of waiting for input.
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It’s still possible to write interactive scripts, but you have to use the PowerShell
host cmdlets and APIs:

[machine1]: > Write-Host Hi
Hi
[machine1]: >
[machine1]: > Read-Host "Input"
Input: some input
some input

If you use these cmdlets as shown in the example, you can read and write to and from
the host, and the remoting subsystem will take care of making everything work.

TIP To ensure that scripts will work in remote environments, don’t
call the console APIs directly. Use the PowerShell host APIs and cmd-
lets instead.

With console and GUI issues out of the way, let’s explore how remoting affects the
objects you’re passing back and forth.

12.6.5 Remote output vs. local output

Much of the power in PowerShell comes from the fact that it passes objects around
instead of strings. In this section you’ll learn how remoting affects these objects.

When PowerShell commands are run locally, you’re working directly with the
“live” .NET objects, which means that you can use the properties and methods on these
objects to manipulate the underlying system state. The same isn’t true when you’re
working with remote objects. Remote objects are serialized—converted into a form
that can be passed over the remote connection—when they’re transmitted between the
client and the server. Although a small number of types are transmitted in such a way
that they can be fully re-created by the receiving end, the majority of the types of
objects you work with aren’t. Instead, when they’re deserialized, they’re turned into
property bags—collections of data properties with the same names as the original prop-
erties. This property bag has a special property, TypeNames, which records the name
of the original type. This difference in operation is illustrated in figure 12.13. 

Typically, you can use deserialized objects just as you’d use live objects, but you
must be aware of their limitations. Another thing to be aware of is that the objects
that are returned through remoting will have had properties added that allow you to
determine the origin of the command.

PowerShell serialization

Because you can’t guarantee that every computer has the same set of types, the Power-
Shell team chose to limit the number of types that serialize with fidelity, where the
remote type is the same type as the local type. To address the restrictions of a
bounded set of types, types that aren’t serialized with fidelity are serialized as collec-
tions of properties, also called property bags. The serialization code takes each object
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and adds all its properties to the property bag. Recursively, it looks at values of each
the members. If the member value isn’t one of the ones supported with fidelity, a new
property bag is created, and the members of the member’s values are added to the
new property bag, and so on. This approach preserves structure if not the actual type
and allows remoting to work uniformly everywhere.

Default serialization depth

The approach we just described allows any object to be encoded and transferred to
another system. But there’s another thing to consider: objects have members that con-
tain objects that contain members, and so on. The full tree of objects and members
can be complex. Transferring all the data makes the system unmanageably slow. This
is addressed by introducing the idea of serialization depth. The recursive encoding of
members stops when this serialization depth is reached. The default for objects is 1.

The final source of issues when writing portable, remotable scripts has to do with
processor architectures and the operating system differences they entail. We’ll work
through this final set of issues in the next (and last) section of this chapter.

12.6.6 Processor architecture issues

We’ve looked at a number of aspects of the remote execution environment that may
cause problems: operating system differences and issues with session initialization,
GUIs, and console interactions. The last potential source of problems that we’ll
explore is the fact that the target machine may be running on a different processor
architecture (i.e., 64-bit vs. 32-bit) than the local machine. If the remote computer is
running a 64-bit version of Windows and the remote command is targeting a 32-bit

Remote machine

Local machine

 

Pipeline 
processorRemoting 

serializer

Invoke-Command machine { Get-Process }

ProcessInfo .NET objectsPSObject property bags

Pipeline 
processor

User runs local Get-Process
Get-Process

ProcessInfo .NET objects

User runs remote Get-Process

User

User

Remoting 
deserializer

Serialized objects

Figure 12.13 The differences in the way objects 

that are returned for the local and remote invoca-

tion cases. In the local case, live .NET objects are 

returned. When a remote command is invoked, 

the objects returned by the remote command are 

serialized on the remote machine and returned to 

the invoker as property bags: collections of 

properties attached to PSObject instances.
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session configuration, such as Microsoft.PowerShell32, the remoting infrastructure
loads a Windows 32-bit on a Windows 64-bit (WOW64) process, and Windows auto-
matically redirects all references to the $ENV:Windir\System32 directory to the
$ENV:WINDIR\SysWOW64 directory. For the most part, everything will still work
(that’s the point of the redirection), unless you try to invoke an executable in the
System32 directory that doesn’t have a corresponding equivalent in the SysWOW64
directory. Let’s see what this looks like. First, run defrag on a 64-bit OS targeting the
32-bit configuration. This results in the following output:

PS (1) > Invoke-Command -ConfigurationName Microsoft.PowerShell32 `
>> -ComputerName localhost -command { defrag.exe /? }
>>
The term 'defrag.exe' is not recognized as the name of a cmdlet,
 function, script file, or operable program. Check the spelling
of the name, or if a path was included, verify that the path is
correct and try again.
    + CategoryInfo          : ObjectNotFound: (defrag.exe:Strin
   g) [], CommandNotFoundException
    + FullyQualifiedErrorId : CommandNotFoundException

Because there was no corresponding defrag.exe in the SysWoW64 directory, the
command wasn’t found. Now target the 32-bit configuration:

PS (2) > Invoke-Command -ConfigurationName microsoft.powershell `
>> -ComputerName localhost -command { defrag.exe /? }
>>
Description:  Locates and consolidates fragmented files on local
 volumes to improve system performance.

Syntax:  Defrag.exe <volume> -a [-v]
         Defrag.exe <volume> [{-r | -w}] [-f] [-v]
         Defrag.exe       -c [{-r | -w}] [-f] [-v]
:
:

And everything works properly.

NOTE Depending on how your system is configured and the version/
SKU of Windows you’re using (e.g., Vista vs. Windows 7, Enterprise
vs. Ultimate), this technique may work in both cases. 

To find the processor architecture for the session, you can check the value of the
$ENV:PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE variable. The following command finds the pro-
cessor architecture of the session in the $s variable. Try this, first with the 32-bit con-
figuration:

PS (10) > Invoke-Command -ConfigurationName microsoft.powershell32 `
>> -ComputerName localhost { $ENV:PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE }
>>
x86
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You get the expected x86 result, indicating a 32-bit session, and on the 64-bit config-
uration

PS (11) > Invoke-Command -ConfigurationName microsoft.powershell `
>> -ComputerName localhost { $ENV:PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE }
>>
AMD64

you get AMD64, indicating a 64-bit configuration.
This is the last remoting consideration we’re going to look at in this chapter.

Don’t let these issues scare you—they’re mostly edge cases. With some attention to
detail, the typical script should have no problems working as well remotely as it does
locally. The PowerShell remoting system goes to great lengths to facilitate a seamless
remote execution experience. But it’s always better to have a heads up on some of the
issues so you’ll know where to start looking if you run into a problem. In chapters 14
and 15, we’ll dig further into the whole PowerShell diagnostic and debugging story. 

12.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter we introduced PowerShell remoting and the kinds of things you can
do with it. We covered these topics:

• The basic concepts and terminology used in PowerShell remoting

• How to enable remoting in both domain-joined and private workgroup envi-
ronments using the Enable-PSRemoting cmdlet

• How to apply remoting to build a multimachine monitoring solution

• How to create and manage persistent connections to remote machines using the
New-PSSession cmdlet

• How to establish an interactive session using Enter-PSSession

Then we moved on to look at PowerShell jobs, which allow you to run tasks in the
background. In this part of the chapter, we explored the following:

• The basic concepts behind jobs and the commands that you can use to create
and manage jobs using the Start-Job, Stop-Job, Receive-Job, and Remove-
Job cmdlets

• How to create jobs on remote machines

• How to apply the job concept to implement concurrent solutions for problems
you might encounter

We closed this chapter by looking into some of the issues you might encounter when
using remoting to solve management problems:

• Differences in startup directories

• The fact that user profiles aren’t run by default in a remote session

• Some issues using external applications or executables in a remote session
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• Differences in behavior due to the fact that remote objects are always serialized
before returning them to the caller

• Differences that occur due to different processor architectures being used on the
remote end

The information we covered in this chapter is sufficient to apply PowerShell remoting
effectively for most distributed management tasks. That said, our focus in the chapter
has been confined to the “remoting client” user perspective. There are some additional
advanced application and service scenarios that we didn’t cover here. In chapter 13,
we’ll introduce a new role where you switch from being the user of existing remoting
configurations to authoring your own custom applications and services. We’ll show
you how to create custom configurations and how to use these configurations to build
solutions for delegated administration tasks.
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